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Redundant marking of grammatical relations seems to be commonplace across languages, and 
has been shown to benefit learning as well as robust information transmission. At the same 
time, languages also exhibit trade-offs between strategies such as case marking or constituent 
order, suggesting that redundancy may also be dis-preferred in line with a tendency towards 
communicative efficiency. In the present paper, we assess redundancy in terms of number 
of strategies used simultaneously to mark specific relations within individual utterances 
(syntagmatic redundancy) in light of these competing motivations. Our test case is participant 
role disambiguation in English and Dutch, specifically the interaction of constituent order, 
case, prepositional marking, and agreement to distinguish agents and recipients in ditransitive 
clauses. Using evidence from corpora of Present Day Dutch and English as well as data from 
Middle English, we find that redundancy is prevalent, albeit within certain limits.
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1 Introduction 
One of the chief tasks that language users face when interpreting (di)transitive utterances 
is determining who did what to whom. To tackle this task, they often rely on four main 
morphosyntactic strategies (Malchukov et al. 2010; Lamers & de Hoop 2005; Lamers & De Swart 
2012), viz. constituent order, nominal marking, verbal agreement, or prepositional marking. 
Apart from these morphosyntactic strategies, language comprehenders can usually also rely on 
semantic-pragmatic biases. That is, subjects and objects in transitive clauses have been shown 
to correlate cross-linguistically with opposing features like animacy or givenness: while agents/
subjects are much more likely to be animate and discourse-accessible, themes/objects tend 
to be inanimate and more often discourse-new (Bornkessel-Schlesewsky & Schlesewsky 2009; 
Czypionka et al. 2017). Mahowald et al. (2022) confirm that English speakers are able to correctly 
identify subjects and objects in transitive events in about 90 percent of cases based on word 
meaning only, rendering any morphosyntactic marking of this contrast essentially superfluous.

If semantic-pragmatic biases usually suffice anyway, the fact that there are additional (and 
even multiple) morphosyntactic strategies performing the same function may then seem to go 
against a common assumption in linguistics, namely that grammar is organised in such a way 
that it facilitates efficient usage (e.g. Gibson et al. 2019; Hahn et al. 2020; 2021). Still, it may 
be the case that such redundancy is only present at the systemic level, but that in any given 
utterance, there is only one strategy at play, meaning a system does not exhibit syntagmatic 
redundancy (loosely following the definition proposed in Leufkens 2020: 83–84). There are 
indications that this is indeed frequently the case for the identification of argument roles in 
transitive clauses. For example, morphosyntactic strategies are often only applied in contexts 
where semantic-pragmatic information fails to disambiguate. This holds for phenomena such as 
differential object marking, where prepositional marking of the object argument is preferentially 
used in ambiguous, atypical or unpredicted contexts (e.g. when the object is animate).

On the other hand, languages have been shown to abound with redundant marking of 
relations within individual utterances even in cases where ambiguity is either clearly resolved by 
other strategies already, or where there is no clear advantage for language production (Van de 
Velde 2014; Levshina 2020; 2021; Tal et al. 2021; Tal & Arnon 2022). This can be explained by 
two main benefits of redundancy, viz. robustness against information loss, and learnability. The 
former entails that redundant marking prevents information from being easily lost in the noisy 
language channel (Van de Velde 2014; Winter 2014; Levshina 2020; 2021). Learnability means 
that the availability of multiple cues on how to interpret an utterance facilitates learning (Tal & 
Arnon 2022). 

We then have two different perspectives to approach our own data from. On the former view, 
which we refer to as the ‘efficiency account’, morphosyntactic marking on a syntagmatic level 
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should be applied as efficiently (and thus as sparingly) as possible. Following the latter view, 
which we will here call the ‘robustness account’ for short, syntagmatic redundancy should be 
prevalent, without constraints. The goal of this study is to test both accounts from a comparative 
and diachronic perspective. More specifically, we investigate the use of multiple strategies 
to distinguish agents and recipients in transfer-events, e.g. with verbs of giving as in (1), by 
comparing Present Day English to Present Day Dutch, and by tracking the historical development 
of English. 

(1) They gave us cake.

We choose this problem, viz. this particular case of argument disambiguation, as it lets us 
investigate formal redundancy without taking into account semantic-pragmatic biases: both 
agents and recipients are prototypically animate, sentient and volitional (e.g. Newman 1998; 
Naess 2007; Haspelmath 2015). By contrast to the distinction between agents and themes or 
also between themes and recipients (Sedlak 1975: 125; Kittilä 2006: 292; Malchukov et al. 2010: 
10; and most recently Mahowald et al. 2022), disambiguating these roles and determining who 
gave (what) to whom is therefore more crucially based on morphosyntactic strategies. We choose 
Dutch and English as they are known to employ the same morphosyntactic strategies but to 
differing extents (with e.g. constituent order being almost entirely fixed in Present Day English, 
but more flexible in Dutch), which we predict also affects the extent and specific distribution 
of redundant marking. Historical English is included as further point of comparison, this time 
diachronic, since the strategies have seen substantial change over time (with e.g. constituent 
order having rigidified over time).

The main contribution of this paper is that it allows us to shed further light on a crucial 
question in language research, viz. how redundant language really is, on the basis of both 
synchronic, comparative and diachronic data. Specifically, the paper gives insights on, on the 
one hand, the precise use of redundancy in two related languages, English and Dutch, as well as 
fluctuations in the degree of redundancy in historical English. Furthermore, it provides a detailed 
look at the particular strategies involved in argument marking in these languages and stages, 
which is of relevance to research into both languages. On the other hand, the study addresses 
questions relevant to a wide range of linguistic discussions: our investigation tests claims such 
as Sadock’s (2012: 225), who posits that “[r]edundancy  is  in  fact  a  fundamental  feature  of  
the  design  of  language”, against empirical data, assessing whether redundancy is as wide-
spread as often assumed, and serves an important purpose (i.e. robustness), or whether there 
is more evidence for counter-proposals, suggesting that redundancy is inefficient and should 
thus be avoided. Overall, the present study adds to the growing body of research in usage-based 
linguistics as well as complex adaptive systems approaches, where language representation 
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in speaker minds and the population level as a whole is assumed to be directly shaped and 
influenced by language use on the individual level – in our case, the tolerance for or aversion 
to potential ambiguity in individual instances and contexts of language use is presumed to be a 
driving factor in determining the degree of redundant strategy use in the entire system.     

The paper is structured as follows. Section (2) provides the theoretical background. It first 
introduces redundancy and its (dis-)advantages in more detail (2.1), before turning to argument 
disambiguation, specifically agent-recipient disambiguation in (historical) English and Dutch 
(2.2). This gives the backdrop and main agenda for the corpus studies on transfer-events presented 
in the sections following: Section (3) presents the comparative study, investigating the use of the 
four morphosyntactic strategies used in Present Day English and Present Day Dutch. Section (4) 
then describes the historical study, which tracks the use of the four strategies in the history of 
English. Section (5) discusses the implications of our findings in light of the competition between 
efficiency and robustness. Finally, Section (6) concludes the paper. 

2 Redundancy in agent-recipient disambiguation
2.1 Systemic and syntagmatic redundancy between efficiency and robustness
As already mentioned in Section (1) above, one basic distinction to be made in regard to 
redundancy is that between systemic and syntagmatic redundancy. The former is a typical trait of 
degeneracy, a phenomenon typically found in complex adaptive systems, and thus also in language 
(Van de Velde 2014; Winter 2014; Monaghan 2017). Degenerate systems are characterized by 
“the ability of elements that are structurally different to perform the same function or yield the 
same output” (Edelman & Gally 2001: 13763). Importantly, degenerate systems exhibit many-to-
many relationships rather than redundancy in the strictest sense, as any strategy typically fulfils 
more than one function in the system, and any function is fulfilled by more than one strategy. 
For example, there are two distinct ways to form the past tense in most Germanic languages, by 
means of ablaut, e.g. sing ~ sang, or suffixation, e.g. kick ~ kicked, with the respective outputs 
not differing in function. At the same time, ablaut is not restricted to marking past tense, but can 
also be used for other relations.

The second main type of redundancy is syntagmatic redundancy, which refers to redundancy 
as “the repetition of information” (Leufkens 2020: 81). This involves using different strategies 
simultaneously, in the same utterance or element, to perform the same function.1 This type of 

 1 Our definition of syntagmatic redundancy – while in essence based on the definition by Leufkens (2020), following 
Trudgill (2011: 22) – is considerably broader. We consider any instance of multiple morphosyntactic strategy use 
as redundancy, independently of the precise nature of these strategies, while Leufkens’s view is more narrowly 
focussed on only strategies which involve added material (2020: 81-82). For example, the sentence in (i) is tagged as 
redundant, because plural is marked by a suffix both on the noun taalwetenschapper ‘linguist’ and on the verb voeren 
‘to lead’.   
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redundancy is not necessarily present in a degenerative system. In other words, a given language 
may feature several strategies to express a specific relation, and thus constitute a redundant/
degenerate system, even if the respective strategies are rarely or never combined in the same 
utterance. For instance, strategies of forming a past tense are  hardly ever combined in the same 
word in Dutch, with double forms such as begin ~ begonde, lit. ‘begin ~ began-ed’ being a clear 
exception (De Smet 2021: 83). 

As for the potential costs or benefits of any kind of redundancy, whether systemic or 
syntagmatic, there are arguments to assume that it should be globally dis-preferred. A large 
body of research demonstrates that evolutionary pressures such as efficiency in communication 
(largely used as synonymous with production economy here) shapes language, and may 
be responsible for many linguistic universals (e.g. Christiansen & Chater 2008; Bybee 2010; 
Culbertson & Kirby 2016; Gibson et al. 2019). A prime case of the seeming impact of efficiency, 
elaborated on in e.g. Fedzechkina et al. (2012; 2017), is that of trade-offs between strategies of 
argument disambiguation like case marking or constituent order. There appears to be a tendency 
to avoid systemic redundancy in argument disambiguation in that the presence of one strategy 
in a language system presumably often correlates with the absence of another. Such inverse 
relations are cross-linguistically common: for example, English or Mandarin Chinese have fixed 
constituent order, but virtually no case marking, whereas Latin, which featured an elaborate 
case marking system, was highly flexible in ordering (e.g. Sinnemäki 2008; 2010; 2014). The 
emergence of such trade-off scenarios can also be observed in the diachrony of many languages; 
historical evidence suggests that the loss of one strategy is often compensated for by another, or 
vice versa, that the strengthening of one strategy goes hand in hand with a weakening of others 
(Siewierska 1998; Koplenig et al. 2017). The history of English is an often-cited illustration of such 
a development – earlier English used to be largely reliant on inflections and had comparatively 
free ordering, whereas the opposite holds today (e.g. Baugh & Cable 1993). Artificial language 
experiments such as those reported on in Fedzechkina et al. (2012; 2017) support the assumption 
of strategy trade-offs as quasi-universals fueled by a preference for efficient and thus presumably 
non-redundant communication.

Still, there clearly exist exceptions to such tendencies, like Modern Icelandic, which has 
preserved a relatively intact case system, but also has comparatively fixed constituent order 

(i) De drie taalwetenschapper-s voer-den gisteren een diep gesprek.
def three linguist-pl carry-pst.3pl yesterday indef deep conversation
‘The three linguists had a deep conversation yesterday.’
(taken from Leufkens 2020: 82)

  This double marking would also be captured in the current approach. Worder order, by contrast, is covered as a 
potentially redundant strategy in our study, but would not be included in Leufken’s (2020) definition, since no extra 
material is inserted into the sentence, but already present elements are merely reshuffled.
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(Maling & Zaenen 1990). Furthermore, and perhaps more crucially, these trade-offs are rarely 
absolute, or even pervasive in the first place. Specifically, the recent typological studies 
presented in Levshina (2020; 2021) cast doubt on straight-forward conceptualisations of trade-
offs, and indicate that correlations are typically more complex, including not necessarily being 
bi-directional. Indeed, it seems that “[t]he only thing disfavoured by […] languages is the absence 
of any cues” (Levshina 2020: 73), but multiple (and thus redundant) strategy use is prevalent on 
a systemic level (also Hengeveld & Leufkens 2018). Proponents of a positive view on systemic 
redundancy and degeneracy in diachrony may furthermore point out that different strategies 
often remain present in languages for an extended time rather than being completely replaced 
(cf. Van de Velde 2014). For instance, English still distinguishes between subject and object form 
for most of its personal pronouns, in spite of its constituent order becoming largely fixed.

Instead of straightforward replacement, perhaps it is then more accurate to say that strategies 
may come to be drawn upon to different degrees, and that strategy trade-offs are probabilistic 
rather than categorical. In other words, a more nuanced version of this argument is that systemic 
redundancy is expected as the norm, but that syntagmatic redundancy should still be avoided, 
or at least used only when directly purposeful. This is in line with previous research into the 
advantages of systemic redundancy (or more accurately, degeneracy), viz., system robustness and 
evolvability (Van de Velde 2014; Winter 2014). System robustness means that if for some reason, 
a specific strategy cannot be used, the system does not break down. For instance, a loanword 
such as Dutch liken ‘to mark something as liked on social media’ is not directly amenable to any 
of the Dutch ablaut classes, due to the English [aɪ]-diphtong not being present in (Standard) 
Dutch. Still, Dutch speakers can form a past tense from it, by employing the suffix -te. Meanwhile, 
evolvability means that a language is more adaptable to changes in its environment. A sudden 
influx of L2-speakers may e.g. be problematic for a language that solely employs an elaborate 
case system to mark argument roles, as it may be difficult for the new speakers to acquire the 
system rapidly. By contrast, a language that can employ both a case system and constituent order 
can more readily accommodate for the new speakers.

Even if systemic redundancy may thus have clear advantages and is expected to be predominant, 
syntagmatic redundancy, by contrast, can be argued to come with disadvantages “as it violates 
the principles of economy and transparency” (Leufkens 2020: 82; also e.g. Van Everbroeck 2003: 
3). That is, redundant marking is often taken to be dis-preferred due to adding complexity and 
needing greater effort on the side of the language producer (cf. Frank & Jaeger 2008; Sinnemäki 
2009; Lupyan & Dale 2010; Kurumada & Jaeger 2015; Leufkens 2015). Furthermore, redundant 
morphosyntactic marking has been said to also increase comprehension issues (Tanner & Bulkes 
2015: 1755; also Montgomery 2000; VanPatten 2004; Caballero & Kapatsinski 2015). A general 
avoidance of redundancy in syntagmatic strategy use is supported by phenomena such as 
differential object marking in various languages, where prepositional marking is only drawn 
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on when other strategies yield unclear cues (e.g. Tal et al. 2022; Levshina 2021), or instances 
of ‘word order freezing’, where fixed constituent order is supposedly only employed in cases of 
ambiguous case marking (e.g. Flack 2007; Mahowald 2011; Bouma & Hendriks 2012). 

To sum up, the first main hypothesis to be assessed in this paper is that while we expect 
systemic redundancy as the default for all languages and language stages investigated, we 
anticipate redundancy in the same utterance to be either absent or very limited. For our 
contrasting hypothesis, we pursue the viewpoint that both systemic and syntagmatic redundancy 
are beneficial to language. We therefore expect syntagmatic redundancy to be commonplace. 
Two crucial advantages of syntagmatic redundancy are robustness against information loss, and 
learnability. Robustness against information loss entails that if a signal is defective, which is often 
the case in the noisy channels of natural language, there is a greater chance that the information 
contained in the signal nonetheless reaches the receiver intact (Fedzechkina et al. 2012: 17897; 
Levshina 2021: 3). For example, if background noise perturbs the acoustic signal in a way that a 
comprehender is unable to distinguish a subject and object pronoun form, another strategy like 
verbal agreement could be drawn on to disambiguate, thus ensuring robust transmission. Note 
that such noise is not just present in spoken language, but in any channel of natural language – 
or in fact, in any channel transmitting information in the physical world. For written language, 
sources of noise include typos, bad printing quality or imperfect eyesight, while for sign language, 
they may include sore muscles and visual clutter.

In addition to robustness, syntagmatic redundancy has also been shown to be advantageous 
in the context of learnability: redundant marking appears to increase the learnability of 
individual features and entire languages, as well as the speed and accuracy of learning (Tal et 
al. 2021; 2022; Tal & Arnon 2022; also Kempe & Brooks 2001; Bahrick et al. 2004; Taraban 
2004; Yoshida & Smith 2005; Sloutsky & Robinson 2013; Monaghan 2017). Recent evidence 
furthermore indicates that redundant cues are particularly frequently used and helpful with 
non-native speakers of languages (e.g. Gibson et al. 2019; Tal & Arnon 2022). This directly 
correlates with the assumption of redundancy as a facilitator in contexts where understandability 
is reduced – both properties of the environment (such as a noisy background) and properties 
of the comprehender (e.g. mastery of the language, sense of hearing) may prevent or hinder 
information transfer. Additionally, there is evidence that syntagmatic redundancy does not in 
fact increase comprehension difficulties, as mentioned above, but instead mostly decreases them. 
The reason would be that syntagmatic redundancy makes utterances more salient, distinctive, 
and hence more processable for the comprehender (e.g. Nichols 2009; Gibson et al. 2013b; 
2019).

There are essentially two routes through which the advantages of robustness and learnability 
could induce syntagmatic redundancy in language use, or the advantage of efficiency could 
lead to a lack of syntagmatic redundancy, mutatis mutandis. In the first, which we call the 
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‘ad-hoc’ route, language producers would favour producing utterances that are redundant to a 
high degree, and would therefore employ additional disambiguation strategies in cases where 
that redundancy is lacking. This route would hence involve the use of disambiguation strategies 
to be optional for the language producer. In the second route, which we call the ‘systemic’ 
route, the advantages would put an evolutionary pressure on the language system to develop in 
such a way that a high degree of redundancy is always guaranteed in actual language use. For 
instance, the case system would collapse in such a way that the other strategies are already set 
to take over (van Trijp 2013). This second way would not involve any optionality in the use of 
disambiguation strategies on the part of the language producer, as when to use which strategies 
would be determined by the system. While the present study is not directly focused on comparing 
both routes, we will deal with this matter when comparing English to Dutch, as the Dutch system 
allows the language producer more freedom in whether to employ specific strategies (see below).

In sum, the present study largely takes systemic redundancy as a given, and mainly focuses on 
the question of whether syntagmatic redundancy is prevailing in language, and whether different 
languages show varying degrees of syntagmatic redundancy. Following a decidedly usage-based, 
complex adaptive systems approach to language (e.g. Steels 2000; Beckner et al. 2009; Bybee 
2010; Diessel 2019; Schmid 2020), we furthermore assume that syntagmatic redundancy may 
be driven by properties relating to individual language users and pressures acting on individual 
language users, which shape the properties of the linguistic system as a whole. Before we present 
our study and its results in the latter part of the paper, the following section briefly provides 
some more detailed background for the test case at hand, viz. agent-recipient disambiguation in 
Present Day English and Dutch, as well as historical English. 

2.2 Strategies for agent-recipient disambiguation in English, Dutch, and the 
history of English
Our case study to assess the plausibility of the efficiency versus the syntagmatic redundancy 
account is morphosyntactic redundancy in participant role marking in Present Day Dutch and 
English ditransitive clauses, as well as in historical English. More precisely, we investigate the 
interaction between strategies used to distinguish agents and recipients in transfer-events, e.g. 
with verbs of giving as in (2), in Present Day English, Present Day Dutch, and in Middle English. 

(2) They give some cake to the student.

In order to perform the function of argument role disambiguation, users of these languages have 
the following four morphosyntactic strategies at their disposal, evidencing systemic redundancy: 

(i) constituent order, i.e. the agent and recipient are put in a strict order,

(ii) nominal marking, i.e. case marking, or distinct subject vs object pronoun forms,
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(iii) verbal agreement, i.e. the verb agrees with the agent, but not with the recipient,

(iv) prepositional marking, i.e. the recipient is introduced by a preposition.

In Present Day English, constituent order is near-categorically fixed to SVO, and position can 
therefore almost always be drawn on for disambiguation. For instance, in (3), only constituent 
order is at play, with the first argument being identified as the agent, and the post-verbal 
element as the recipient due to ordering principles. In this utterance, none of the other three 
strategies distinguishes between agent and recipient at all. By contrast, the sentence in (4) 
features two strategies; in addition to constituent order, nominal marking, or rather, pronominal 
marking, signals the distinction. These two examples also showcase the extent to which nominal 
marking can disambiguate in Present Day English: as illustrated in (3), English today does not 
have a productive case marking system, in that nominal arguments are never distinguished 
by morphological form in any context. However, formal contrasts are found in parts of the 
pronominal system, in that all personal pronouns other than 3rd person singular neuter it and 2nd 
person singular/plural you differ in form depending on whether they are used in subject or object 
function. Accordingly, in (4) the agent she is not only identifiable based on position in the clause, 
but can also be distinguished from the recipient because it appears in subject form. 

(3) The lecturer gave the students cake. 

(4) She gave the students cake.

Verbal inflection or agreement also plays a role in some instances. In (5), the form of the verb 
disambiguates agent and recipient, as it needs a 3rd person singular NP-argument to agree with. 
Since only she but not the students fulfils this requirement, the subject can be unambiguously 
determined. By contrast, no cue from inflection can be gathered from the verbs in (3)–(4), as 
either of the arguments agrees with the past tense form gave. In addition to illustrating how verb 
inflection disambiguates, example (5) furthermore reflects three-fold redundant strategy use. 
While (3) only features one strategy, two strategies distinguish agent from recipient in (4), and 
three do so in (5).

(5) She gives the students cake.

Finally, recipients in Present Day English may be introduced by the preposition to, as in (6), where 
all four strategies are at play. The distribution of prepositional versus nominal recipients and the 
factors guiding this variation, a phenomenon commonly referred to as the dative alternation, has 
received much attention in the literature. Studies such as Bresnan et al. (2007), among many 
others, demonstrate that the presence of the preposition is often lexically conditioned, but also 
affected by semantic and information-structure related features of the objects, such as animacy, 
givenness or length.  
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(6) She gives cake to the students.

Importantly, prepositional marking is the only disambiguation strategy where the English 
language system truly allows the language users some optionality in whether or not to apply it. If 
the agent referent is 3rd person singular, the verb has to be marked for person in the present tense, 
otherwise the sentence is rendered ungrammatical (at least in Standard English). Likewise, if the 
recipient is expressed as a pronoun, using its subject form is not acceptable, and the language user 
does not get to actually make a decision on whether to use nominal marking. Arguably, language 
users do have some flexibility in using different (roughly equivalent) tenses, or choosing whether 
to use a pronoun or a full nominal form, and thus to employ the disambiguation strategies of 
verbal agreement and nominal marking, respectively. Furthermore, language users could choose 
to produce sentences that would be considered ‘ungrammatical’ by the requirements of the 
standard language (cf. e.g. the absence of 3rd person singular -s in African American Vernacular 
English; Wolfram & Thomas 2002). Still, in general, the English language producer has only a 
very limited say in the degree of syntagmatic redundancy present in their utterances, and the 
main way for robustness or efficiency to affect the degree of syntagmatic redundancy in English 
would be the ‘systemic’ route.

In sum, while constituent order is always at play in unmarked Present Day English clauses, 
the other three strategies, viz. nominal marking, verbal agreement and prepositional marking, 
do not need to be, and only the use of the last strategy is optional to the language producer in 
the strictest sense. By using this case study, we can then first of all test whether syntagmatic 
redundancy is common in English today. Under the efficiency view, we expect that instances that 
employ four strategies such as (6) are exceedingly rare, and only few strategies are employed 
simultaneously. By contrast, under the robustness account, we expect instances such as (5)–
(6), which feature multiple strategies, to be the default. Second, the case study allows us to 
investigate whether syntagmatic redundancy is more frequent in certain contexts which may 
benefit its use. Specifically, in the present study, we test the impact of syntactic complexity, 
measured in terms of sentence length, on redundant marking. We argue that such environments 
are exactly where robustness against information loss, the prime advantage of syntagmatic 
redundancy, is crucial, as they present challenges to language users similar to noisy channels or 
learner(-directed) discourse. That is, there is ample evidence that greater syntactic complexity of 
a clause or constituent results in greater cognitive processing, and can influence linguistic choices 
(Rohdenburg 1996; see also Levshina 2018; Pijpops et al. 2018 and the references therein for an 
overview). We here choose to focus on sentence length in number of words as a proxy for syntactic 
complexity, following e.g. Szmrecsanyi & Kortmann (2012: 24), who discuss “length of selected 
linguistic units” as indicating ‘absolute-local’ complexity, based on the assumption that “more is 
more complex” (cf. also De Sutter 2009; Ortega 2012; Bloem et al. 2017 on sentence length as a 
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determinant of syntactic complexity, as well as McWhorter 2001; Dahl 2004; or Miestamo 2008 
on absolute complexity as one measure to describe the complexity of entire language systems). 
What is important is that, although there are many different ways of approaching syntactic 
complexity from both a theoretical and methodological perspective, and sentence length may 
be considered an insufficient (and rather crude) measurement, Szmrecsanyi (2004: 1037) in 
his empirical assessment of various operationalisations of the notion of complexity, finds that 
“measuring sentence length […] do[es] an excellent job in approximating a node count […], the 
structural measure of syntactic complexity which is probably the most ‘real’ one cognitively”. 
We take this result as a starting point for our investigation, arguing further that greater sentence 
length as such (independently of whether length correlates with complexity or not) should 
place a burden on speakers and listeners alike, in terms of increased effort in production and 
interpretation when dealing with a long sentence. In such contexts, we expect redundancy in 
argument disambiguation strategies to aid (and simplify) processing. This effect should also be 
present in written language: while writers are sometimes able to spend a considerable amount of 
time on a particular sentence, and readers may likewise be able to read a sentence very slowly, 
and go back over a single sentence a number of times, it should arguably still be in the interest of 
either to proceed in an as efficient and least time-consuming way as possible. Multiple, redundant 
cues that help facilitate the processing of a long, complex sentence may accordingly be favoured 
in both spoken and written mode.  As will be discussed in more detail below, we do not consider 
redundant marking to necessarily lead to greater sentence length, since neither case marking, 
constituent order, and agreement have any effect on the number of words in a sentence, but 
only impact the order or internal make-up of the constituents involved. The only strategy whose 
use adds a word to the sentence is prepositional marking – to avoid circularity in this measure a 
priori, we therefore exclude the agent, theme and recipient constituents from our counts.       

An interesting comparison to English in regard to redundant marking and our two hypotheses 
is Present Day Dutch. On the one hand, Dutch is closely related to English, and features the same 
four strategies to disambiguate agents from recipients. On the other hand, it is crucially different 
in that constituent order is less rigid than in English, and does not guarantee disambiguation for 
all instances. At the same time, its strategies of nominal marking and verbal agreement are more 
elaborate. For one, the second person singular pronoun can formally distinguish between subject 
and object form in Dutch (jij ~ jou ‘you’), while it cannot do so in English. For another, where 
English only has three forms of finite verbs (e.g. give, gives and gave for give), Dutch has five forms of 
finite verbs (e.g. geef, geeft, geven, gaf and gaven for geven ‘give’). We can then hypothesise that the 
lesser use of Dutch constituent order for disambiguation compared to English is compensated at the 
syntagmatic level by its stronger potential for nominal marking and verbal agreement. While we 
expect Dutch to be less reliant on constituent order than English, we expect nominal marking and 
verbal agreement to disambiguate between agent and recipient in more instances than in English.
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This is not a forgone conclusion, as Dutch differs from English in that it allows its language 
producers more freedom in whether or not to apply a certain strategy. While Dutch offers the 
possibility to distinguish between subject and object form for the second person singular pronoun 
through the full forms of the pronouns, language users may also employ the reduced pronoun 
je ‘you’ or the polite form u ‘you’ which do not distinguish between subject and object form. 
Moreover, in contrast to English, Dutch features no distinction between subject and object forms 
of the reduced pronoun for the feminine third person singular and the third person plural, i.e. ze, 
which can mean ‘she’, ‘her’, ‘they’ or ‘them’. Still, Dutch language users can, again, distinguish 
through the full forms zij ‘she/they’, haar ‘her’ and hun ‘them’. As such, it is quite possible that 
Dutch language use exhibits less disambiguation through nominal marking than English, rather 
than more.

For a further example of optional disambiguation in Dutch, consider the fully ambiguous 
sentence (7): both mijn baas ’my boss’ and je ‘you’ can be agent or recipient. By contrast, in (8), 
the sentence is disambiguated through constituent order. The same effect can be achieved by 
nominal marking, as is done in (9). While in (7), the reduced pronoun je ‘you’ can act as both 
subject and object, the full pronouns jij and jou here differentiate between the two. Alternatively, 
language producers may use verbal agreement, as illustrated in example (10). The finite verb 
form kan ‘can’ in (7) agrees both with second and third person singular, but kun ‘can’ in (10) is 
unambiguously second person. Finally, the sentence in (11) showcases that the preposition aan 
may also be employed to mark the recipient. 

(7) Mijn baas kan je morgen niet zomaar een uitbrander geven. 
My boss can you tomorrow not just a telling-off give
‘My boss can’t just give you a telling-off tomorrow.’ or ‘You can’t just give my 
boss a telling-off tomorrow.’

(8) Morgen kan je mijn baas niet zomaar een uitbrander geven.
tomorrow can you my boss not just a telling-off give
‘You can’t just give my boss a telling-off tomorrow.’

(9) Mijn baas kan jij morgen niet zomaar een uitbrander geven. 
My boss can you tomorrow not just a telling-off give
‘You can’t just give my boss a telling-off tomorrow.’ 

(10) Mijn baas kun je morgen niet zomaar een uitbrander geven. 
My boss can you tomorrow not just a telling-off give
‘You can’t just give my boss a telling-off tomorrow.’

(11) Aan mijn baas kan je morgen niet zomaar een uitbrander geven. 
to my boss can you tomorrow not just a telling-off give
‘You can’t just give my boss a telling-off tomorrow.’
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Still, while this freedom in applying strategies is greater than in English, it is not omni-present. 
For instance, constituent order has to be used in subordinate clauses such as (12); nominal 
marking has to be used when the agent or the recipient is the first person, like in (13); verbal 
agreement has to be used when the agent is singular and the recipient is plural, as in (14); and 
prepositional marking cannot be used when the meaning of the utterance entails a change of 
state in the recipient (Broekhuis et al. 2013: 520).

(12) Ik zie dat je mijn baas een uitbrander geeft.
I see that you my boss a telling-off give
‘I see that you are giving my boss a telling-off.’

(13) Ik geef je een uitbrander.
I give you a telling-off
‘I’m giving you a telling-off.’

(14) Mijn baas geeft hen een uitbrander.
My boss gives them a telling-off
‘My boss is giving them a telling-off.’

To conclude, Dutch language producers generally have more freedom in tuning the redundancy 
of their utterances than their English counterparts, at least when it comes to agent-recipient 
disambiguation. In other words, syntagmatic redundancy in Dutch would be affected to a 
larger degree via the ‘ad-hoc’ route than in English. We hence expect the degree of syntagmatic 
redundancy to be more varied in Dutch sentences than in English ones, as Dutch language 
users have more leeway to adjust the degree of redundancy to the requirement of the specific 
situation. Concretely, we expect English sentences to generally exhibit the same, consistent 
degree of redundancy, whereas this would not be the case for Dutch sentences – or at least less 
so.  

Besides the typological (synchronic) comparison between Present Day English and 
Present Day Dutch, a further interesting point of comparison is presented by the diachrony of 
ditransitives in English, as their history features a large amount of change over time concerning 
all disambiguation strategies outlined. First, constituent order of all arguments and verbs was 
considerably more flexible in earlier English (e.g. the relevant contributions in Nevalainen & 
Traugott 2012). This is still evident in the 14th century example in (15), where the recipient 
precedes the verb, and the agent is given in clause-final position. Since then, clause constituent 
order has come to be increasingly fixed, eventually leading to categorical SVO as seen today 
(Trips 2002; Hawkins 2012). For ditransitives specifically, this means that although there is still 
variation in the order of objects, the recipient now typically comes after the verb, and is thus 
readily distinguishable from the pre-verbal agent argument. 
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(15) þat þe techeþ þe spirit of wit.
that you teaches the spirit of wit
‘The spirit of wit teaches you that.’
(1390; CMEDVERN,247.333)

Regarding inflection, it is well known that from Middle English onwards, the system of nominal 
and verbal inflection was greatly reduced (e.g. Allen 1995). In Old English, NP-arguments could 
still be distinguished based on case marking: for example, agents typically appeared in the 
nominative, while recipients were frequently associated with dative case, as in (16) (De Cuypere 
2015a). However, from Middle English onwards, nominal case gradually disappeared and was 
eventually lost, and remnants of morphological form distinctions only persist in the pronominal 
system today. Similarly, the system of verbal inflection used to be more complex in earlier English, 
featuring a larger number of formal contrasts according to person and number in all tenses. 

(16) he forgeaf his geleaffullum þa gastlican gife.
he.nom gave his faithful.dat the spiritual grace.acc
‘He gave his faithful the spiritual grace.’ 
(ÆCHom_II,43:319.44.7210; De Cuypere 2015a: 231)

Finally, Middle English also saw the increasing use of prepositions to mark semantic relations, 
such as to introducing prototypical recipients of transfer-events (McFadden 2002; De Cuypere 
2015b; Zehentner 2019). The fact that all these changes coincide in timeframe has meant that 
they are often treated as causally related and are often viewed as part of English undergoing a 
typological move from a more synthetic to a more analytic language (e.g. Baugh & Cable 1993: 
60; also Hawkins 2012; Szmrecsanyi 2012). As already mentioned above, this development is also 
frequently taken as a prime case of a trade-off between disambiguation strategies. Corresponding 
to supposed typological correlations in absence or presence of individual strategies, the 
diachronic trajectory of English (with a decrease in one strategy correlating with an increase in 
other strategies) would seem to support the assumption of languages striving for efficiency rather 
than redundancy. However, as laid out already, such straightforward trade-off scenarios have 
also been questioned, since no sweeping replacement can be observed in historical data, but 
evidence instead points towards more complex, probabilistic changes (see e.g. Pintzuk 2002 for 
English; also Levshina 2020; 2021).

We include Middle English in our study as representing a system in flux, which makes it akin 
to both of the present day languages English and Dutch. While early Middle English strategy 
use is variable to a large degree (thus more resembling Dutch), late Middle English is already 
becoming more similar to Present Day English. Using data from all three languages/stages 
therefore allows us not only to compare redundancy across languages, but also provides us with 
insights on the diachronic development of redundancy in morphosyntactic marking. Under the 
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efficiency account, we expect a strict trade-off between the strategies, whereby as constituent 
order becomes more popular, the use of other strategies markedly declines. By contrast, under 
the robustness account, we anticipate that a high degree redundancy, e.g. triple marking, is 
guaranteed at all stages despite a system-internal reshuffling taking place, and perhaps only 
slightly declines in the latter stages as SVO has become obligatory anyway and therefore takes 
away any risk of ambiguity.

3 Redundancy in Present Day English and Dutch
3.1 Data
In this section, we first assess the two opposing accounts introduced above from a synchronous, 
comparative perspective, using data from Present Day English and Present Day Dutch. Our 
English data are taken from a publicly available dataset of ditransitive instances compiled by 
Röthlisberger (2018) from the International Corpus of English (ICE; Greenbaum & Nelson 1996) 
and the corpus of Global Web-based English (GloWbE; Davies 2013), which contains both spoken 
and written data. We have made use of both spoken and written data because information 
transfer through spoken and written data are both prone to noise. In fact, ensuring robustness 
of information transfer is arguably even more important in written than in spoken language, 
because the language producer is typically not present during reading, and hence, no repairs 
are possible. In other words, the reasoning presented in Section (2) applies both to written 
and spoken language. To enhance comparability across time, the Present-day English data was 
restricted to British English (i.e. to attestations in the ICE-GB and GloWbE-GB).

We know from previous work on the dative alternation in both English and Dutch that 
the choice of verb has an impact on at least one of the four disambiguation strategies, viz. 
prepositional marking (Bresnan et al. 2007; Colleman 2009). Since we want to exclude this as a 
potential confound, we limited the data to the English verb give and the Dutch verb geven ‘give’. 
This verb was chosen because it is one of the most frequent verbs expressing transfer, and it is 
certainly the best understood, with several studies focusing exclusively on this verb (e.g. Bresnan 
& Hay 2008; Bernaisch et al. 2014).  Moreover, we excluded passives, as well as all tokens 
which did not have three explicit arguments (meaning an explicit agent, recipient, and theme 
argument).

This resulted in a total of 395 tokens in the English dataset, which were subjected to further 
analysis as follows. We categorised the retrieved clauses for the strategies instantiated in them 
by annotating the dataset with four binary measures that indicate whether or not each strategy 
disambiguates the agent from the recipient. As explained above, constituent order always 
disambiguates in this dataset – topicalisation of the recipient is not attested, but constituent 
order would arguably still provide reliable cues even in such cases (cf. The students the lecturer 
gave cake). As for preposition marking, the tokens were simply coded according to the presence or 
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absence of the preposition to marking the recipient. For the two measures relating to inflectional 
disambiguation power, viz. the cue reliability of morphological form of the NP-object or the NP 
within the PP-recipient, and the disambiguation power of subject-verb agreement, we proceeded 
along the following lines:

For nominal marking, our classification builds on observed differences in morphological 
form as discussed above, drawing on the fact that formal contrasts between agents and recipients 
are only seen with some pronouns. Specifically, all combinations of NP-agents and NP-recipients 
are counted as ambiguous in terms of nominal morphology, and so are combinations of NPs plus 
pronouns that do not differ in subject and object form, such as you, it, someone, etc. as well as 
combinations of these pronouns. Combinations including at least one pronominal argument that 
differs between subject and object form, or that is reflexive or reciprocal, e.g. yourself and each 
other, are classified as disambiguated by nominal morphology.

As regards verbal agreement, ambiguous here refers to instances where number and/or person 
marking on the verb does not aid disambiguation between agent and recipient, either because 
no indicative marking is in fact there, or because agent and recipient have the same number and 
person. For instance, both He gave me a book and He gives the student cake would be classified as 
ambiguous for verbal agreement, due to both arguments being potential options for subjecthood 
based on verb form alone. By contrast, a sentence like He gives the students cake would be coded 
as disambiguated by verbal agreement since the subject is identifiable from the verb form.   

In order to check the reliability of this annotation, 100 instances were randomly selected 
and annotated by both authors. Both annotations were of course fully identical for constituent 
order, as it always disambiguates, but also for prepositional marking and nominal marking. 
There were 6 instances marked differently for verbal agreement, resulting in a Cohen’s kappa of 
0.778, which indicates substantial agreement (Cohen 1960; Landis & Koch 1977: 165). As such, 
we considered the annotation to be reliable. In a final step, we then determined the number of 
strategies reflected in each instance by simply counting the responses on the strategy variables, 
viz. by counting how many strategies are used simultaneously in one instance.

In addition to these factors, we also added a variable called sentence length. This variable 
is calculated by taking the number of words of the entire sentence and subtracting the number 
of words of the agent, theme and recipient, and taking its natural logarithm (cf. Pijpops et al. 
2018). The number of words of the three arguments are subtracted because we already know 
that they affect the use of nominal marking and prepositional marking. As for nominal marking, 
this strategy can only be used if the agent or the recipient is pronominal, that is, if it is short. 
As for prepositional marking, research on the dative alternation clearly shows that the variant 
without preposition is preferred if the theme is long and the recipient is short, and the variant 
with preposition is preferred with short themes and long recipients (cf. e.g. Bresnan et al. 2007; 
Szmrecsanyi et al. 2017; among others). A measure that is simply based on the number of words 
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of the entire sentence, including the three arguments, hence runs the risk of circularity. By 
subtracting the number of words of the three arguments, we obtain an operationalisation of 
sentence length that admittedly less directly measures the concept at issue, but importantly does 
not suffer from this problem. Finally, a logarithmic transformation is used because the length 
of constituents appears to be processed in a logarithmic way by the human brain (Pallier et al. 
2011: 2524).

For the Present Day Dutch dataset, all instances of geven ‘give’ were extracted from the 
Belgian subtitle component of the Sonar Corpus of Written Dutch (Oostdijk et al. 2013a), 
again excluding passives and instances without an explicit agent, recipient, or theme. The 
subtitle component was chosen because, while its material is strictly speaking still written 
language, it is also a close reflection of spoken language. In addition, the syntactic parses 
of the Alpino parser are of good quality for the subtitle component, compared to, e.g., the 
chat material (van Noord 2006; Oostdijk et al. 2013b). These parses were used to identify  
the agent, theme and recipient arguments in a first step, and to then add the values for our 
four disambiguation strategies. The subtitle component only contains material from Belgium, 
and material for which the country of origin is unknown. In order to control for country, it 
was therefore decided to limit the data to Belgium. A known issue of the Sonar corpus is that 
it contains a number of duplicate sentences (Pijpops 2019: 53). To remedy this, all sentences 
that were exact duplicates of other sentences in the dataset were removed. This yielded 5,810 
instances of geven ‘give’.

Next, 500 instances were randomly selected to be subjected to manual checking. We set the 
bar at 500, because the Present-day English dataset contained 396 instances and the Middle 
English dataset 524 (see below). To check whether this was sufficient to obtain a representative 
sample, we split the English and Dutch datasets into two equal, randomly selected halves, and 
redid the main analyses, viz. the analyses of the degree of syntagmatic redundancy and strategy 
use (see Figures 1 and 2 below) on each half. This did not change the results qualitatively 
and had no effect on the theoretical interpretation of the results. During manual checking, the 
values for the four disambiguation strategies, as well as the delineation of the three arguments 
were corrected where necessary. In this way, the variable sentence length could be accurately 
calculated. A few instances still had to be excluded because they did not contain an explicit agent 
or recipient; a corresponding number of other sentences were then randomly selected and added 
to the dataset to bring the number back to 500.

The data was annotated for the four morphosyntactic strategies as follows. As for constituent 
order, the agent can be trusted to always precede the recipient in Dutch, except in two cases. The 
first case is when geven ‘give’ is part of a relative clause and the agent or recipient is a relative 
pronoun, as in (17). The second case is when geven ‘give’ is part of a V2-clause, and the agent or 
recipient takes up position in front of the finite verb, as in (18). Instances such as (17)-(18) are 
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accordingly marked as ambiguous for constituent order, while all other instances, such as (19)-
(20), are marked as disambiguated by constituent order. 

(17) Hoe heette de ongeremde tiener die Marc Uytterhoeven een stem gaf
How was_called the uninhibited teenager that Marc Uytterhoeven a voice gave
in Morgen Maandag?
in Morgen Maandag
‘How was the uninhibited teenager called that Marc Uytterhoeven gave a voice in 
Morgen Maandag?’ or ‘How was the uninhibited teenager called that gave a voice to 
Marc Uytterhoeven in Morgen Maandag?
(Sonar-id: WR-P-E-G-0000004164.p.538.s.1)

(18) Hun dochter moet Fiona het groene licht geven.
Their daughter must Fiona the green light give
‘Their daughter has to give Fiona the green light.’ or ‘Fiona has to give their daughter 
the green light.’
(Sonar-id: WR-P-E-G-0000000530.p.9.s.1)

(19) Als je iedereen altijd gelijk geeft, heb je nooit ruzie.
If you everyone always right give have you never quarrel
‘If you just tell everyone that they’re right, you never have to argue.’
(Sonar-id: WR-P-E-G-0000000257.p.658.s.1)

(20) Vroeger gaf ieder zijn frietkot een eigen uitzicht.
Formerly gave everyone their fries-joint a own view
‘It used to be the case that everyone decorated their fries joint in their own way.’
(Sonar-id: WR-P-E-G-0000007723.p.354.s.1)

As for nominal marking, the same reasoning as for English applies. If the agent or the recipient 
is a pronoun that is marked for subject or object form, the instance is considered disambiguated 
by nominal marking. All other instances are considered ambiguous for nominal marking. One 
special case should be noted, though. Dutch distinguishes between reduced and full forms of its 
personal pronouns, unlike English. The reduced forms of some pronouns, viz. je and ze, do not 
differ between subject and object, while their corresponding full forms do, viz. jij ~ jou ‘you’, zij 
~ haar ‘she ~ her’, and zij ~ hen/hun ‘they ~ them’. However, when the recipient is a pronoun 
and it is placed in front of the finite verb in a V2-clause, as in (21), the full form is obligatory – 
barring some exceptions, which do not come into play here (Haeseryn et al. 1997: 253). This is 
not the case for agents, which can appear in reduced form, as in (22). As a result, if the reduced 
form of one of these pronouns is used in a V2-clause in front of the finite verb, as in (22), the 
comprehender can be sure that it is the agent. Such instances are then marked as disambiguated 
by nominal marking, while instances like (23) are coded as ambiguous.
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(21) Jou mag Moorthaemers ook een pluim geven.
You may Moorthaemers also a plume give
‘Moorthaemers should also give you a pat on the back.’

(22) Je mag Moorthaemers ook een pluim geven.
You may Moorthaemers also a plume give
‘You should also give Moorthaemers a pat on the back.’

(23) Moorthaemers mag je ook een pluim geven.
Moorthamers may you also a plume give
‘You should also give Moorthaemers a pat on the back.’ or ‘Moorthaemers should also 
give you a pat on the back.’
(Sonar-id: WR-P-E-G-0000000694.p.360.s.1)

The annotation for verbal agreement is mostly straightforward: if the verb agrees both with the 
agent and the recipient, the instance is marked as ambiguous for verbal agreement. Otherwise, 
it is marked as disambiguated by verbal agreement. Again, however, there is one thing to note. 
The conjugation of the non-polite second person singular form of the verb differs depending on 
whether the subject is placed in front of or behind the finite verb. If it is placed behind the verb, 
the verb is conjugated without a -t ending (Haeseryn et al. 1997: 82). This is taken into account 
in that (24) is considered ambiguous for verbal agreement, since the verb agrees with both je 
‘you’ and hem ‘him’. Meanwhile, (25) is considered to be disambiguated by verbal agreement. If 
hem ‘him’ were the agent in (25), the verb would appear as geeft ‘gives’.

(24) Je geeft hem niet één kans.
You give him not one chance
‘You’re not giving him a single chance.’

(25) Hem geef je niet één kans.
Him give you not one chance
‘You’re not giving him a single chance.’
(Sonar-id: WR-P-E-G-0000001320.p.142.s.1)

Prepositional marking is also annotated completely parallel to English: if the preposition aan ‘to’ 
is used, as in (26), the instance is considered disambiguated by prepositional marking. Again, 
in order to check the reliability of the annotation, 100 instances were randomly selected and 
annotated by a native Dutch-speaking colleague of the first author according to the guidelines set 
out above. The resulting annotations were again identical for constituent order and prepositional 
marking, with only one instance differing for nominal marking and another verbal agreement. 
This yielded Cohen’s kappas of 0.973 and 0.979, respectively, which indicate almost perfect 
agreement (Cohen 1960; Landis & Koch 1977: 165). 
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(26) Hoe geef je inhoud aan een koningswens?
How give you content to a king’s_wish
‘How do you make it so you get both a son and a daughter?’
(Sonar-id: WR-P-E-G-0000005091.p.727.s.1)

The following section reports the results of our comparative study of Present Day English and 
Dutch. All analysis and visualisation was carried out in R (R Core Team 2017), by means of 
the packages ‘ggplot2’ (Wickham 2016), ‘dplyr’ (Wickham and Francois 2015), ‘RColorBrewer’ 
(Neuwirth 2014), and ‘DescTools’ (Signorell et al. 2017).

3.2 Results
Starting with English, the left-hand side of Figure 1 shows that unsurprisingly, zero marking is 
not present at all – with fixed SVO in all instances, at least one strategy, viz. constituent order, is 
given in all instances. Quadruple strategy use, with all four means of disambiguation employed 
at the same time, is similarly very infrequent (2 tokens, accounting for only 0.5% of the total). 
The absolute largest proportion of instances in Present Day English (almost 60%) shows double 
marking, with only about a quarter of all tokens (23.5%) instantiating single marking – meaning 
no strategies other than constituent order are used –, and 17% exhibiting by triple marking. A 
broader comparison of single (non-redundant) versus multiple (redundant) marking suggests that 
the latter is clearly the default, with a rough distribution of 25/75. Dutch presents a similar but 
more varied picture, as seen in the right-hand part of Figure 1. As in English, double marking is 
most common in Dutch, followed by single marking and triple marking. However, Dutch double 
marking is not as dominant as English at only 42.8%. Instead, most other degrees of redundancy 
are more prevalent; with zero marking reaching 6.6%, single marking 31.0%, triple marking 
16.8% and quadruple marking 2.8%.
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Figure 1: Degree of syntagmatic redundancy in agent-recipient disambiguation in Present-Day 
English (left) and Present Day Dutch (right).
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Figure 2 provides more detail on the use of each strategy for agent-recipient disambiguation: 
for English, constituent order disambiguates agent and recipient in 100% of the cases, as expected. 
Nominal marking (subject versus object case form with most pronouns) also provides a relatively 
reliable cue by unambiguously identifying argument role in over 60% of instances. By contrast, 
verbal agreement is useful in less than 1/5 of tokens (ca. 18%), and prepositional marking is 
lowest in use, with a mere 14% of ditransitive clauses involving a PP-recipient. This number is 
considerably smaller than figures seen in other investigations of the English dative alternation, 
where the prepositional pattern typically accounts for about a third of all ditransitives (cf. e.g. 
Gerwin 2014; Röthlisberger 2018). This discrepancy is presumably due to the restrictions imposed 
on the dataset for the present study, including only one variety and one verb, among other things,  
as outlined above. Still, it is safe to assume that constituent order and nominal marking qualify 
as the main strategies for agent-recipient disambiguation in English today.

By comparison, Dutch expectedly emerges as much less reliant on constituent order, which 
disambiguates in only 33% of the instances versus 100% in English (χ2 = 420.95, p < 0.0001, 
Cramer’s V = 0.69, OR = ∞, 95% confidence interval OR: [210.56, ∞]). Meanwhile, all other 
strategies are used more extensively in Dutch than in English. This is most outspokenly the case 
for verbal agreement, which disambiguates in 50% of the instances in Dutch versus only 18% 
in English (χ2 = 100.59, p < 0.0001, Cramer’s V = 0.34, OR = 0.22, 95% confidence interval 
OR: [0.16, 0.30]). Furthermore, the strategy of nominal marking is doing most of the heavy 
lifting in Dutch, as it disambiguates no less than 77% of the instances, more than any other 
strategy, and also more than it does in English (χ2 = 20.25, p < 0.0001, Cramer’s V = 0.15, 
OR = 0.52, 95% confidence interval OR: [0.38,0.70]). Finally, prepositional marking comes 
in last in both English and Dutch, and although it appears to be used more often in Dutch, 
this difference is non-significant (χ2 = 3.06, p = 0.08, Cramer’s V = 0.06, OR = 0.72, 95% 
confidence interval OR: [0.49, 1.06]).2 These findings confirm our first hypothesis regarding 
the differences between English and Dutch: Dutch relies on constituent order to a much lesser 
degree than English, while it draws more frequently on its strategies of nominal marking and 
verbal agreement.

 2 It is in principle possible that these results are merely due to different configurations of the person and number of 
the arguments in the English versus the Dutch data. That is, perhaps sentences where the agent is, for instance, a first 
person singular and the recipient is a third person plural are more frequent in the Dutch data, while sentences where 
both the agent and the recipient are third person singular occur more often in the English data. This could cause the 
differences in use of verbal agreement and nominal marking that we see in Figure 2. To check for this, we created a 
list with all unique person and number configurations in the data, such as 1sg-3pl, 3sg-3sg, etc. Next, for each config-
uration, we took all instances from the language that had the lowest number of occurrences for that configuration, 
and a random sample of the same size from the language that had the highest number of occurrences of the config-
uration. In that way, we created a reduced dataset that had the exact same distribution of configurations for English 
and Dutch. The analyses were then rerun on this dataset, and we found that the results did not differ qualitatively. 
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Figure 2: Use of the respective strategies for agent-recipient disambiguation in Present Day 
English (left) and Present Day Dutch (right).
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Next, we check whether the use of a strategy becomes less likely when more of the other 
strategies already disambiguate. We build 7 logistic regression models, viz. one predicting the 
use of each of the four strategies in both languages, except for constituent order in English, as 
it is always in use. As a predictor, we simply counted how many of the other strategies were in 
use. Based on both the efficiency and the robustness accounts, we expect this predictor to have 
a negative effect on the use of the strategy at issue. In the case of the efficiency account, using a 
fourth strategy when any of the other three strategies already disambiguates would be considered 
inefficient, and even more so when two or even all three disambiguate. In the case of the 
robustness account, using a fourth strategy would still be considered useful, but also less pressing 
the more of the other strategies already disambiguate. The specifications of the regression models 
can be found in Table 1 below. Interestingly, we find that all estimates of the predictor are indeed 
negative in the English regression models, just like the limits of their confidence intervals, and 
their p-values are all below 0.05. This is not the case for the Dutch models, where the confidence 
intervals of the predictor’s estimates all include zero, and their p-values are all above 0.05.

Finally, Figure 3 gives the results for the impact of sentence length, i.e. the natural logarithm of 
the number of words without counting the arguments, on redundant strategy use. As indicated by 
the regression line on the left-hand side of the plot, and as confirmed by a Spearman’s correlation 
test, there is no significant relationship between the variables in Present Day English (ρ = –0.031, 
p = 0.5358, 95% confidence interval for ρ: [–0.1295, 0.0676]). That is, longer sentences do 
not lead to higher strategy use. A significant positive correlation does, however, seem to hold 
for Dutch – albeit a weak one (ρ = 0.09, p = 0.043, 95% confidence interval for ρ: [0.0030, 
0.1770]). As seen in the right-hand part of Figure 3, sentence length is associated with more 
strategies employed simultaneously in this language (even if this effect is relatively marginal).
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Language Dependent variable Estimate Confidence interval 
of the estimate

P-value

2.5% 97.5%

Present-day 
English

Nominal marking –0.46 –0.87 –0.05 0.0274

Verbal Agreement –0.60 –1.02 –0.09 0.0192

Prepositional marking –0.60 –1.11 –0.11 0.0187

Present-day 
Dutch

Constituent order 0.14 –0.11 0.39 0.2890

Nominal marking –0.15 –0.40 0.10 0.2370

Verbal Agreement 0.07 –0.17 0.31 0.5460

Prepositional marking 0.004 –0.28 0.28 0.9790

Table 1: Specifications of 7 regression models predicting the presence of each of the 
disambiguation strategies in Present-day English and Present-day Dutch based on the number 
of other strategies in use.

Figure 3: Correlation scatter plot for sentence length (x-axis) and number of disambiguation 
strategies used simultaneously (y-axis) in Present Day English (left) and Present Day Dutch 
(right).
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In sum, redundant marking, and more specifically, double marking, is clearly prevalent in 
both English and Dutch. At the same time, the languages differ in interesting ways, both in 
the amount of single marking observed, as well as in the use of individual strategies. Before 
commenting on the implications of these findings for our hypotheses, the next section presents 
our results on historical English.

4 Redundancy through time
4.1 Data
For the diachronic English part of the study, we used a dataset of active ditransitives with three 
explicit arguments extracted from a subpart of the Penn Helsinki Parsed Corpus of Middle English 
(PPCME2; Kroch et al. 2000). This corpus, which includes texts produced between 1150 to 1500 
and has a size of roughly 1 million words, is subdivided into four main periods of about 70 
years each (M1–M4). As with the present day data, we restrict this set to instances involving 
the verb give, which yields a final total of 524 tokens. Our annotation for strategy use proceeds 
much along the same lines as presented above for Present Day English, with some adjustments to 
reflect changes in the linguistic system. 

First, we again only took instances featuring SVO order to be disambiguated by constituent 
order. We choose this way of annotation despite acknowledging that this order was less fixed 
at this stage, especially in the earlier Middle English texts. We do so for the following reasons: 
previous research has shown that any tendencies that can be observed in Old English, e.g. 
differences between main and subordinate clauses in terms of verb placement, are much weaker 
in Middle English (e.g. Kroch & Taylor 2000; Los 2009; Taylor & Pintzuk 2012; among many 
others). At the same time, by late Middle English, an overwhelming majority of instances seems 
to feature SVO (also Zehentner 2019: 174–176 on constituent order in ditransitives). We hence 
argue that elements found in pre-verbal slots would likely have been associated with subjects 
(agents), while elements in post-verbal slots could relatively reliably be identified as objects. 
Accordingly, both of the sentences in (27) and (28) are counted as non-disambiguated by order 
in our analysis, while (29) is disambiguated as it shows SVO.  

(27) Kyng Arthure to þe messagers ʒaf grete ʒiftes. 
King Arthur to the messengers gave great gifts 
‘King Arthur gave great gifts to the messengers.’
(CMBRUT3,83.2505)

(28) And herefore yeveth hym God pleynly his mercy.
And therefore gives him God plainly his mercy
‘And therefore god gives him plainly his mercy.’
(CMCTPARS,296.C1a.322)
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(29) This mayster gevyth commaundementes to the childe. 
this master gives commandments to the child
‘This master gives commandments to the child.’
(CMINNOCE,7.101)

Example (29) – but also (27) – then furthermore illustrates disambiguation by prepositional 
marking of the recipient ‘the child’ and ‘the messengers’, respectively (again determined 
simply by checking for the presence or absence of the preposition to). The sentence in (28), 
by contrast, features a double object construction, meaning the recipient referent cannot be 
identified through prepositional marking. As for nominal marking on the arguments, we again 
take combinations of at least one pronoun other than you or it with another NP or pronominal 
argument to be disambiguated. A case in point is example (28), where agent and recipient can 
be distinguished by means of the pronoun form hym ‘him’. Note that even though Middle English 
still featured more distinctions between case forms of pronouns (rather than a subject vs object 
form distinction), these are not entirely relevant to the present question, and had furthermore 
also begun to decrease in reliability at this stage. One additional criterion and difference in 
annotation to the Present Day English data that we implement here is remnants of case marking 
on nouns. Although the use of nominal case inflection for disambiguation had already declined 
considerably by early Middle English, -e was sometimes used as a dative (and thus recipient) 
singular marker in this period, before also being lost (Allen 1995: 158–213). Drawing on evidence 
from the Middle English dictionary (MED Online), we then code all recipient arguments with a 
final -e that is not part of their base form as disambiguated by nominal marking. For example, 
the dictionary form of the recipient argument in (29), viz. the childe, is child (MED Online, s.v. 
child, n.), suggesting that the form bearing a final vowel may be a dative, and the instance is 
thus disambiguated by means of inflection. By contrast, with nouns such as ME dame ‘lady’, the 
vowel is present in the base form. Combinations including such a noun, as well as combinations 
including all non-case marked or bare arguments are classified as ambiguous.3

Last, for our coding of verbal agreement, we again assume that all instances where agent and 
recipient have the same number and person, as e.g. in (28) and (29), are ambiguous in terms of 
agreement. With instances where there is a mismatch in number/person between the arguments, 
we consult the MED to check whether the roles may be disambiguated by verb inflection. In (27), 
for example, we find that the past tense form ME ʒaf ‘gave’ is used for both singular and plural 
(as well as all persons; cf. MED Online, s.v. yeven), and can therefore not be used as a cue for role 
identification. Again, 100 instances were randomly selected and annotated by both authors. No 
instances were differently marked for prepositional marking, and only 5 instances for constituent 

 3 This coding strategy is not fool-proof by any means, and likely overestimates the disambiguation power of final -e (cf. 
also Allen 1995: 213). Still, we consider it an acceptable approximation for our purposes. 
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order, 1 for nominal marking, and 3 for verbal agreement, resulting in Cohen’s kappas of 0.841, 
0.964 and 0.826, all indicating near perfect agreement (Cohen 1960; Landis & Koch 1977: 165). 

4.2 Results
The distribution of number of strategies used simultaneously in one utterance in Middle English 
is as shown in Figure 4 (left):  double marking is most frequent at 54%, compared to triple 
marking in about 23% of cases. Single marking similarly accounts for about a fifth of cases 
(approximately 20.6%), and zero as well as quadruple marking, although attested, are rare (less 
than 1%, and approx. 1.5%, respectively). Combined, this means that redundant marking is 
greatly dominant over non-redundant marking – roughly 8 out of 10 instances instantiate at 
least two strategies. If we compare these figures to Present Day English as reported on above, 
we find that redundant marking was slightly more prevalent in Middle English overall than 
today. While double marking is the most common case in both datasets, single marking has 
nevertheless (marginally) increased in use between Middle English and Present Day English, 
and triple marking has somewhat decreased. The right pane of Figure 4 then shows the use of 
the individual strategies within Middle English, parallel to the results presented in Section (3.2). 
Looking at nominal marking, we find that it disambiguates in over 80% of ditransitive clauses 
in Middle English; this is significantly higher than in Present Day English (χ2 = 40.40, df = 1, 
p < 0.0001, Cramer’s V = 0.21, OR = 0.38, confidence interval OR: [0.28,0.52]).

Figure 4: Amount of syntagmatic redundancy in agent-recipient disambiguation in Middle 
English (1150–1500) in total (left), as well as the use of the four strategies for disambiguation 
(right).
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However, this general comparison importantly masks a number of striking period-internal 
changes. A closer look at the distribution in the subperiods of the corpus (left-hand side of 
Figure 5) indicates considerable change over time: in the earliest texts (M1, ca. 1150–1250), 
about 50% of instances show single marking, while double marking is given in about 40% of 
cases. Triple marking follows at a quite large distance with less than 10%, whereas zero and 
quadruple marking again only occur very rarely. In late Middle English (M4, ca. 1420–1500), 
by contrast, double marking is highly predominant at almost 75%, and triple marking accounts 
for about 15%. This means that single marking has dropped substantially within Middle English, 
only to rise again towards Present Day English (less than 10% in 14th century English to over 20% 
today). This comparison indicates a development from a strong prevalence of single marking to 
extensive redundancy, only for redundancy to be reduced again to some degree.

Turning to the right pane of Figure 5, we find that the use of nominal marking for 
disambiguation remains stably high throughout the periods of Middle English. This is expected, 
as dative marking on the nouns has already largely disappeared by Middle English, as discussed 
above. Meanwhile, constituent order exhibits an outspoken and consistent rise throughout the 
four periods, mirrored by an equally consistent drop of verbal agreement. During this period of 
transition, prepositional marking seems to step up to guarantee redundancy, only to step down 
again once constituent order is firmly established as a reliable and dominant strategy for agent-
recipient disambiguation.

Figure 5: Changes in the amount of syntagmatic redundancy throughout the periods of Middle 
English (1150–1500) (left), and changes in the use of the four strategies for disambiguation 
throughout the same periods. In the mosaic plot on the left, the width of the columns is 
proportional to the number of instances from each period.
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Next, we again check whether the use of a strategy becomes less likely when more of the 
other strategies already disambiguate. The specifications of the regression models, analogous to 
the ones composed in Section (3.2), can be found in Table 2. We find significant negative effects 
for all strategies, except constituent order.

Language Dependent variable Estimate Confidence interval 
of the estimate

P-value

2.5% 97.5%

Middle 
English

Constituent order 0.07 –0.28 0.43 0.6770

Nominal marking –0.76 –1.11 –0.43 <0.0001

Verbal Agreement –0.60 –0.99 –0.20 0.0031

Prepositional marking –0.44 –0.74 –0.14 0.0039

Table 2: Specifications of 4 regression models predicting the presence of each of the 
disambiguation strategies in Middle English based on the number of other strategies in use.
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Figure 6: Correlation scatter plot for sentence length (x-axis) and the number of disambiguation 
strategies used simultaneously (y-axis) in Middle English (1150–1500).
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Last, we assess the impact of sentence length on redundant strategy use. As can be seen in 
Figure 6, this correlation is non-significant, just as in Present Day English (ρ = –0.0363, p = 
0.4073, 95% confidence interval for ρ: [–0.0.1216, 0.0495]). Importantly, though, this is again 
subject to change over time within the period: in the earliest sub-period (M1; 1150–1250), the 
relation is significant, and positive, with the likelihood of more strategies being used increasing 
the longer a sentence is (ρ=0.2923, p = 0.0013, 95% confidence interval for ρ: [0.1178, 
0.4493]). This effect only loses in significance in the later subperiods. In the following section, 
we synthesise the results of our study and interpret them in light of the two opposing hypotheses 
presented in Section (2). 

5 Discussion
The main results of the analyses presented in the previous sections are (a) that redundancy 
overall appears to be the default in the languages and stages investigated here, and (b) that 
double marking is highly common throughout. As for the comparative perspective, we have 
found that the degree of redundancy is fairly consistent throughout English language use, with 
the large majority of sentences exhibiting double strategy use, comparatively few single and triple 
strategy use, and hardly any quadruple use. Meanwhile, the English strategies are structured in 
such a way that they complement one another in language use: when one is absent, the others 
are more likely to be present. Finally, the degree of redundancy does not correlate with sentence 
length in English. These results are contrasted by Dutch. First, Dutch language use exhibits more 
varied degrees of redundancy, with double use still being the majority, but the other degrees 
of redundancy clearly being more prevalent than in English. Second, the absence of a strategy 
in Dutch is not significantly correlated with the presence of the others, while that is the case in 
English. Third, sentence length did correlate significantly with the number of strategies used in 
Dutch, if only barely, but not in English.

These findings could be tentatively interpreted as follows. In English, syntagmatic redundancy 
is primarily motivated through the ‘systemic’ route. That is, English grammar is shaped in such 
a way that the four disambiguation strategies complement one another, as to ensure a consistent 
and reasonable degree of redundancy throughout language use. As such, the system does not 
allow individual language users much leeway to tune this degree of redundancy. Conversely, 
syntagmatic redundancy in Dutch is primarily induced through the ‘ad-hoc’ route. As Dutch 
language users do have more freedom to adapt the degree of redundancy in their utterances to 
any ad-hoc considerations such as, arguably, the length of the sentence, the degree of redundancy 
in Dutch language use is more varied, and the use of one strategy does not straightforwardly 
correlate with the absence of others. 

Still, caution is in order when pursuing this interpretation. First, in the case of the non-
correlations of the absence and presence of strategies in Dutch, and the non-correlation of 
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sentence length and the degree or redundancy in English, absence of evidence is of course no 
evidence of absence. Second, the use of a strategy is likely to be co-determined by a number of 
other factors. This is evidently the case for prepositional marking, as can be gleaned from even 
a cursory reading of the many papers on the dative alternation in both English and Dutch (e.g. 
Bresnan et al. 2007; Colleman 2009; Geleyn 2017; Röthlisberger et al. 2017). Tracking down all 
possible co-determinants for each strategy in Dutch and English would likely require in-depth 
studies for each of the strategies, which is outside the scope of the present paper. Still, we highly 
recommend this to be done in future research. Third, the correlation between sentence length 
and the degree of redundancy is quite weak in Dutch and only barely significant, so it would be 
imprudent to conclude too much from it.

Turning to the diachronic picture, we find a consistent rise in the use of constituent order for 
disambiguation and a concomitant decline of verbal agreement, while nominal marking remains 
fairly stable. During this transition, prepositional marking steps in to drive up redundancy, only 
to step down again in the last period. This results in a sudden upsurge in redundancy from the 
first to the second periods, with a high amount of triple and even quadruple marking, followed 
by a stabilisation in the final periods, with double marking becoming dominant. The picture that 
we find here seems more in line with the robustness account, since rather than a sharp trade-off 
between strategies, we see that the degree of redundancy actually surges during a transitional 
stage, albeit that it then returns to moderate levels.

Still, the findings suggest that redundant marking in earliest Middle English was less 
frequent, and may have been driven by ad-hoc considerations such as processing needs in a 
similar way to Dutch. By the later stages, however, Middle English sees double marking become 
more consistent throughout its language use, much like Present Day English. We propose that 
this indicates a shift from syntagmatic redundancy being primarily formed through the ‘ad-hoc’ 
route to its being formed through the ‘systemic’ route.  In sum, the history of English, like 
the comparative perspective, thus nicely illustrates both the commonness and maintenance of 
systemic redundancy, and how the degree and triggers of syntagmatic redundancy in a system 
may vary over time, and across languages.   

What do the results in general mean for our key hypotheses then? Recall that we set out to 
test whether  the data support (a) a strict efficiency account, on which syntagmatic redundancy 
should be rare, or (b) a robustness account, on which syntagmatic redundancy should be more 
frequent than non-redundancy. On the latter view, we furthermore anticipated high degrees 
of redundancy in complex environments, as it aids robust transmission and learnability. We 
find that our study yields mixed results on these questions, though leaning more towards the 
robustness account. Redundant marking is confirmed to be widespread in both English and Dutch, 
which supports the robustness view, in line with suggestions in e.g. Levshina (2020; 2021) or 
Hengeveld & Leufkens (2018). Furthermore, the developments in Middle-English did not show 
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a strict trade-off, but instead, redundancy was actually increased as verbal agreement declines 
and constituent marking took over. This surge in redundancy was largely due to prepositional 
marking, the only truly optional disambiguation strategy in English. This may be an indication 
that redundancy is indeed advantageous to the language users.  Still, except for this transition 
period, using more than two strategies simultaneously generally seems to be dispreferred, which 
suggests that there is a limit to redundant marking, and efficiency plays a role in containing the 
extent of redundancy. That is, while the efficiency account as posited above may be largely 
refuted based on our data, it should not be disregarded entirely either. In other words, we 
argue that redundant marking itself reflects a trade-off between effort, efficiency, robustness, 
and learnability.

The somewhat inconclusiveness of our results may have various explanations. First, we have 
here presumed a rather strict distinction between ‘robustness’ and ‘efficiency’, plotting predictions 
based on these definitions against each other. Specifically, this paper has taken efficiency to mean 
no syntagmatic redundancy at all. However, it could also be argued that employing redundant 
marking only where advantageous (viz., where it increases processing ease), but not across the 
board, as seen in Dutch, is in fact most efficient. This is reminiscent of previous research into 
argument marking (e.g. Pijpops et al. 2018; Tal et al. 2022) and disambiguation strategies in 
general, see e.g. Fedzechkina et al. (2017: 419), who state that “[n]atural languages tend to use 
case marking efficiently—that is, they typically condition case marking on semantic properties 
of the referent, such as animacy, and employ overt case marking when these semantic properties 
are more likely to bias the listener away from the intended interpretation” (cf. Fedzechkina 2012; 
2016; Gibson et al. 2013a; Kurumada & Jaeger 2015; Fedzechkina & Jaeger 2020; Levshina 
2020; 2021). Similarly, note that the definition of efficiency applied in this paper is largely based 
on efficiency as economy/reduced effort on part of the speaker. However, redundant marking as 
evidenced in our data may also be viewed as more efficient by balancing effort for both producers 
and comprehenders (cf. Levshina 2020: 73). Employing different definitions of efficiency (and 
potentially also robustness) may evidently affect the set-up of our study, or the conclusions drawn 
from the current data. A further important issue that merits further research is the question of 
exactly when which strategies are optional for the language producer or determined by the 
language system. Nevertheless, we argue that the present comparison is already insightful, in 
that it compares languages and language stages with differing degrees of such optionality to each 
other, allowing us to draw some conclusions on the degree of redundancy overall.  

6 Conclusion
This study has set out to investigate redundant morphosyntactic marking in light of the competing 
motivations of efficiency versus robustness. Specifically, we have tested two opposing hypotheses: 
redundant marking should either be rare as it decreases efficiency, or should be common as 
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it increases the robustness of message transmission in noisy environments and learnability. In 
our test case, we have focused on redundancy in strategies for disambiguation between agents 
and recipients in ditransitive clauses across space (Present Day English versus Dutch) and time 
(Present Day English vs Middle English). We have found that redundancy is overall pervasive. 
While this favours the robustness account, we have also observed that redundancy operates within 
limits: double marking is highly frequent, but triple or even quadruple marking is comparatively 
rare. This suggests a trade-off between efficiency and robustness for redundant marking. We 
have furthermore seen that Present Day English differs from both Dutch and earlier English in 
significant ways, both concerning the use of the individual strategies and the distribution of 
non-redundant vs redundant marking. Finally, we have also addressed the question if redundant 
marking is preferred in complex contexts (in our case operationalised as longer sentences). 
Here again, our results differ for the languages investigated; greater sentence length seems to 
increase the likelihood of redundant marking in Dutch, but not in English, where no such effect 
is found. Future research could investigate how to predict the presence or absence of a Dutch 
disambiguation strategy when their use is optional, as mentioned above. In addition, it may be 
useful to attempt to quantify the disambiguation power of lexical semantics or contextual factors. 

By investigating redundancy and its potential benefits from both a typological and diachronic 
viewpoint, our study follows on recent explorations into the prevalence and functions of 
redundant marking such as Tal & Arnon (2022). Moreover, it highlights the need for further 
careful investigations into this issue based on naturally-occurring corpus data.
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